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W

ith at least 15 species, Arizona boasts more kinds of rattlesnakes than any other state in the United States.
This incredible diversity is not just of taxonomic significance, but also evolutionary. Adult body sizes, for
example, range from diminutive, such as the Massasauga and Twin-spotted Rattlesnake, to very large, with the Western Diamond-backed Rattlesnake being the second largest species in the United States. This diversity also extends
to the biomes and ecosystems they occupy, ranging from Sonoran Desert Scrub to Alpine Tundra, with tremendous
variation in plant life, soil types, elevation, rainfall, temperature, density of human populations, and other factors.
Some species, such as the Western Diamond-backed Rattlesnake and Black-tailed Rattlesnake, can be found in most
of the biome types in Arizona. The diversity of rattlesnake species and the habitats they occupy in Arizona makes
them excellent vertebrate models for many lines of biological inquiry. Chief among these is reproduction. Here, we
review and synthesize what we currently know about the reproductive biology of rattlesnakes in Arizona and other
southwestern states where they occur. Importantly, we identify and provide direction for key areas of future research.
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Rattlesnake diversity and
model organisms
To understand evolutionary causes and trends, investigating reproductive biology and life history (e.g., age and size at first reproduction, litter size) inherently requires studying animals in
the field. The laboratory is a poor mimic of nature and hence
largely unacceptable for the study of these variables (Krohmer et
al., 1987; Taylor and DeNardo, 2005). Even mechanistic questions, such as how hormones regulate reproduction, are best studied in the field because it provides results that are ecologically
relevant (reviewed by Taylor and DeNardo, 2010). However, in
some studies, animals must be kept in the laboratory in order to
isolate specific variables and or conditions (e.g., how food intake
affects reproductive maturity; see Taylor and DeNardo, 2005). It
is often difficult to find animal species that are amenable to investigating reproduction in the field, especially for extended lengths
of time, while simultaneously being tractable to housing and reproduction in the laboratory.
Some species of rattlesnakes are especially suited to study in
the field over extended periods of time (Beaupre and Duvall,
1998). There are at least five major reasons for this. First, some
species are abundant where they occur (Klauber, 1972). Second,
most rattlesnakes are ambush hunters, and tend to coil in ambush
postures above ground regularly (Nowak et al., 2008; see Clark,
this volume, Hunting and Feeding Behavior). This quality makes
rattlesnakes less secretive than many other species of snakes. Be-

cause rattlesnakes can be abundant and visible, researchers can
locate many subjects from which to collect data. Third, some
rattlesnake species are relatively large-bodied, which permits certain techniques to be used that are not possible (or are limited)
in species that are smaller. One important technique is radiotelemetry using surgically implanted radio-transmitters. Since the
development of this technology in the 1980s, the size of transmitters has decreased and the length of battery life has increased,
permitting the study of individual snakes for longer periods of
time. Current technology permits the surgical implantation of a
transmitter weighing 10–15 grams with a battery life of 2–3 years
into an adult rattlesnake 1 m in length (see Beaupre, this volume,
Monitoring Technologies). This is far superior to radio-telemetry
that involves smaller individuals because battery life is severely
limited in small radio-transmitters. Fourth, compared to many
endothermic vertebrates, rattlesnakes have relatively small activity ranges (reviewed in Macartney et al., 1988), and thus locating them regularly with radio-telemetry is possible. With radiotelemetry, researchers can usually move on foot to locate snakes,
whereas in the study of large birds and mammals, investigators
commonly must use land vehicles, aircraft, or boats. The fifth
reason that rattlesnakes make excellent study subjects for field
studies is that they appear resilient to capture and manipulation.
Some species do not appear to exhibit long-lasting behavioral and
or physiological effects of being handled by researchers (Holding
et al., 2014a). Together, these five attributes make rattlesnakes
attractive organisms to study ecologically relevant questions in
the field. Reproductive physiologists studying free-ranging rattlesnakes have many factors in their favor. If a field site is chosen
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carefully, then researchers can: a) study many snakes within a
small area, b) implant long-lasting, economically priced radiotransmitters, c) have access to those snakes on a regular basis to
collect blood samples because they tend to rest above ground,
and d) be confident that their study techniques will have minimal
negative effects on the snakes (Holding et al., 2014a). Indeed, it
is challenging to identify other study organisms with this valuable
combination of traits.

derived from museum specimens (Box 1), it is clear that the benefits of studying rattlesnakes outweigh the potential costs associated with them being highly venomous. In our own work, very
careful and minimal handling of study subjects greatly reduces
the risk of human envenomation while also reducing any stress to
the animals (see Beaupre and Greene, 2012).

In addition to the abovementioned qualities that make certain
rattlesnake species attractive models for field studies, most usually do well in captivity, which includes induction of reproductive
behaviors (e.g., courtship, coitus) and production of offspring
(Klauber, 1972; Murphy and Armstrong, 1978). Although adults
collected from the wild can appear stressed in captivity and may
not mate or produce offspring for several years despite access to
food and water, after a period of acclimation many wild-caught
adults eventually will reproduce (E. Taylor, unpubl. data). Laboratory-reared rattlesnakes, on the other hand, fare well in captivity
and tend to reproduce readily. Recently, captive rattlesnakes have
yielded interesting findings and discoveries, including long-term
sperm storage by females and asexual reproduction via facultative parthenogenesis (Schuett, 1992; Schuett et al., 1997, 2004;
Booth and Schuett, 2011, 2016).

The timing of spermatogenesis has been detailed in many species
of snakes including rattlesnakes (reviewed in Taylor and DeNardo,
2010; DeNardo and Taylor, 2011). The species that occur in Arizona and other regions of the southwest in which spermatogenesis has
been described include the Desert Massasauga, Sistrurus tergeminus
(Goldberg and Holycross, 1999); Tiger Rattlesnake, Crotalus tigris
(Goldberg, 1999b); Black-tailed Rattlesnake, Crotalus molossus (Goldberg, 1999a); Mohave Rattlesnake, Crotalus scutulatus (Goldberg and
Rosen, 2000; Schuett et al., 2002); Twin-spotted Rattlesnake, Crotalus pricei (Goldberg, 2000); Ridgenose Rattlesnake, Crotalus willardi
(Holycross and Goldberg, 2001); Arizona Black Rattlesnake, Crotalus
cerberus (Goldberg, 2002); Western Diamond-backed Rattlesnake,
Crotalus atrox (Goldberg, 2007); and Great Basin Rattlesnake, Crotalus lutosus (Glaudas et al., 2009). These papers show that all Arizona
rattlesnakes show the aestival pattern of spermatogenesis, which is
typical of all other species of North American pitvipers (for details,
see Saint Girons, 1982; Schuett, 1992; Schuett et al., 2002; Graham
et al., 2008). Sperm formation occurs in the summer, and these spermatozoa are stored in the vasa deferentia until the following spring
and or summer mating season(s) when mating occurs. The various

Based on these attributes, we suggest that rattlesnakes are excellent model vertebrates for studies of reproduction both in the
field and laboratory. Since the best studies represent a fusion of
field-based observation, lab-controlled experimentation, and data

Male reproductive cycle
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Box 1. The use of museum specimens for investigating reproduction
Studies on live rattlesnakes (free-ranging and captive) have contributed greatly to our understanding of rattlesnake reproductive biology. However,
preserved specimens represent an additional, extremely valuable resource for biological studies (Rocha et al., 2014), including reproductive biology
(Schuett et al., 2002). The thousands of rattlesnakes collected from the wild, preserved, and deposited in natural history museums, represent a valuable
resource for studies of reproduction, especially seasonal cycles. Much of our knowledge about various life history parameters comes from preserved
specimens in collections. Specifically, the following traits have been studied in large part in preserved rattlesnake specimens (for studies conducted on
Arizona rattlesnakes, see Table 1): timing of events in the reproductive cycle, frequency of reproduction in females, number and size of offspring, and
size at reproductive maturity.
Why study reproduction in preserved specimens? Indeed, timing of mating can be observed directly, via observation of free-ranging snakes. However,
even in studies involving daily radio-telemetry, some mating behaviors may be missed. Also, studying mating behavior only provides data about the
timing of mating; it does not provide data on the timing of physiological events like spermatogenesis, vitellogenesis, ovulation, etc. Timing of vitellogenesis, ovulation, and the progression of gestation can be observed in free-ranging rattlesnakes via ultrasonography (Taylor et al., 2004). However, the
vast majority of rattlesnake populations are not being studied by radio-telemetry, few studies track females at all, and fewer still have access to portable
ultrasound equipment to bring to the field. Furthermore, certain events, such as spermatogenesis, can only be studied by examining testis tissue, and
preserved specimens are obviously ideal for that purpose. Specimens have been collected and deposited in natural history museums over many decades,
making it possible to study changes in reproduction over time through the use of museum specimens. The best studies therefore use both field and
laboratory techniques, including the study of preserved specimens, to try to fully understand a species’ reproductive biology.
As a word of caution, however, one must be confident in the certainty of species delineation of the museum specimen in order to avoid the introduction of noise that may reduce the accuracy of species-based studies (Bryson et al., 2014). Substantial problems can also occur when snakes are deposited
without information about the time of death. It has become more commonplace to keep certain species alive, sometimes for months or years, before
they are deposited. In these particular cases, reproductive information has been compromised and is of no value in studies of seasonal variables.
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species show minor variation in the timing of recrudescence and regression, but all show the same basic seasonal pattern, indicating that
the timing of spermatogenesis is largely conserved among Arizona
rattlesnakes.

Female reproductive cycle
Preserved specimens of female rattlesnakes have proven equally informative in providing data on reproduction. Field studies of female
rattlesnakes are still relatively rare, partly because females are usually
smaller than males, and the burden of carrying a radio-transmitter
might be higher for them, and possibly also because male rattlesnakes
are easier to find in some populations than females. While radiotelemetry with portable ultrasonography studies provide excellent
data on the timing of reproductive events (Taylor et al., 2004), these
studies cannot reasonably be conducted on a scale suitable for studying the diversity of species and populations within Arizona. Historically and currently, preserved specimens of female rattlesnakes have
provided important data on reproduction. Upon dissecting a female
rattlesnake, researchers can measure and quantify the developing eggs
and embryos, and in this way estimate the timing of vitellogenesis
(production of the protein vitellogenin, which stimulates yolk deposition), ovulation (movement of the follicles from the ovaries to the
oviducts, where fertilization occurs), and parturition (which occurs
shortly after yolk depletion). In addition, researchers can quantify
maximum litter sizes in this way (litter size quantified by counting
enlarged, yolked follicles should be counted as potential maximum
litter size because it is possible that the female could resorb one or
more follicles, or that some fetuses would be underdeveloped or still-

born). Much of our current information on these life history parameters has been gleaned from preserved museum specimens rather than
live snakes in the field (Table 1).
Arizona’s high diversity of species and habitats translates into an
array of female reproductive strategies. As stated above, most of our
knowledge of these strategies comes from studies of preserved specimens, along with several field studies that have strengthened the data
available on female rattlesnake reproduction (Prival et al., 2002; Taylor et al., 2004; Glaudas et al., 2009; Schuett et al., 2011, 2013a,
b; Prival and Schroff, 2012). Without exception, female rattlesnakes
give birth in the summer-fall months (July through early October).
Summer parturition may be beneficial to offspring and or females for
a number of reasons. First, offspring born in summer may have several months to hunt and improve body condition before overwintering, reducing the chances that they will starve before attaining a meal
the following year. In many geographic areas, rodent and lizard abundances are high during the summer, providing ready food sources for
neonate snakes. Second, summer parturition may be related to female
body condition. By giving birth midway through the active season,
females are able to put on enough weight in the spring to support
their reproductive output, and then still have time to hunt and regain energy reserves before overwintering. Third, in many geographic
areas, including Arizona, summer monsoons bring rainfall that may
provide important water resources to pregnant female snakes and to
their neonates (Schuett et al., 2011).
Although female rattlesnakes give birth in the summer and fall,
they usually do not give birth every year. Whereas males typically at126
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Table 1
Reproductive characteristics of rattlesnake species that occur in Arizona and the southwestern United States and Mexico. Within-row letters refer to the
references cited at the end of each row.

Scientific Name

Crotalus abyssus

Common
Name

Mating
Season(s)

Frequency of
Reproduction (Females)

Mean
(+ Range)
Litter Size

Smallest
Mature
Male
(SVL, cm)

Smallest
Mature
Female
(SVL, cm)

Grand
Canyon

Summer

--

--

--

--

54.1a

64.8b

5.8 (2-9)a
10b

56.2a

53.9a

Goldberg (2002)a
Sievert (2002)b

Every 2+ years

--

50.8

51.4

Glaudas et al. (2009)

Every 2+ years

5.2 (2-13)a

57.6a

65.3a

Goldberg (1999a)a
Schuett et al. (2005)b

Every 2+ yearsa-c,
Sometimes annual c

5.1 (3-8)a
3.9 (1-6)b
4.3 (1-6)c

32.2

33

Every 2+ yearsa

8.2 (5-13)a

41.1a

61.1a

Spring,
Summera,c,f,g

Every 2+ years ,
Sometimes annuald,h

C. cerberus

Arizona Black

Summera

Every 2+ years

C. lutosus

Great Basin

Summer

C. molossus

Black-tailed

Summer a,b

C. pricei

Twin-spotted

Summer

C. scutulatus

Mohave

b,c

Spring,
Summera,b

Reed and Douglas (2002)
Goldberg (2007)a
Rosen and Goldberg (2002)b
Schuett et al. (2005)c
Schuett et al. (2011)e
Schuett et al. (2012)d
Taylor and DeNardo (2005)f
Taylor et al. (2004)g
Taylor et al. (2005)h

Western
Diamondbacked

C. atrox

References

b,d,f,h

7.3 (4-15)b
3.4 (1-9)e
4.5 (2-7)f

a

a

Goldberg (2000)a
Prival et al. (2002)b
Prival (2012)c
Goldberg and Rosen (2000)a
Schuett et al. (2002)b
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Table 1 Continued

Tiger

Summer

Every 2+ years,
Sometimes annual

4.2 (3-6)

51.2

54.1

Goldberg (1999b)
Goode et al. (volume 1,
Crotalus tigris)

C. willardi

Ridgenose

Summera

Every 2+ Yearsa

5.4 (2-9)a
6b

40.6a

40.2a

Holycross and Goldberg (2001)a
Martin (1975)b

Sistrurus tergeminus

Massasauga

Spring (?),
Summer

Every 2+ Years

5.8 (4-8)

28

32.9

Goldberg and Holycross (1999)

C. tigris

tempt to mate annually, female rattlesnakes tend to reproduce at a
frequency of once every two or more years (Table 1). The predominant hypothesis explaining less than annual reproduction in female
rattlesnakes involves energy. Female snakes spend so much energy on
reproduction, sometimes they lose up to 40% or more of their mass
from parturition (Seigel et al., 1986), and it often takes them one
or more years to regain sufficient energy reserves to reproduce again.
Most female rattlesnakes initiate vitellogenesis in the fall, continue
it the following spring, ovulate in the late spring, and gestate during
the summer. Fertilization occurs at the time of ovulation, and uses
sperm procured during the concurrent mating season and or stored
in the oviducts from previous matings (see below). In these cases, it is
difficult to imagine how an emaciated, post-parturient female could
possibly hunt enough in the 2–3 months following parturition to gain
sufficient energy to begin vitellogenesis before winter. Interestingly,
in some populations C. atrox do not begin vitellogenesis in the fall,
but rather initiate it rapidly during the following spring (Schuett et
al., 2004; Taylor et al., 2004; see Schuett et al., 2011). Also, whereas

most female rattlesnakes become anorexic during pregnancy, C. atrox
females readily continue eating throughout pregnancy (Taylor et al.,
2005; Schuett et al., 2013a). These factors may allow C. atrox females
to attain high enough body condition to reproduce annually when
food availability is high (Schuett et al., 2011). In support of this hypothesis, free-ranging female C. atrox that were supplementally fed
during pregnancy were able to reproduce annually during a severe
drought when other females did not reproduce (Taylor et al., 2005).
In contrast to the highly fecund C. atrox, at the other end of the spectrum is the Great Basin Rattlesnake, C. lutosus. In Nevada, females
initiate vitellogenesis in the spring, but they do not ovulate until the
following spring (Glaudas et al., 2009). This means that the maximal reproduction rate is biennial or less frequently. In addition to frequency of reproduction, the average number and size of offspring in
a given litter are important determinants of fecundity. These variables
depend on species and population (Table 1), and likely on various environmental factors like rainfall, food availability, temperature, length
of the active season, and other factors (see Schuett et al., 2011).
128
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Hormonal regulation of
reproduction
The relationships between hormones and events in the reproductive cycle have been investigated in both male and female rattlesnakes, including those in Arizona (Schuett et al., 2002, 2004,
2005, 2006; Taylor et al., 2004). The ability to study free-ranging
rattlesnakes has facilitated a fairly detailed understanding of how
steroid hormones may be related to reproductive events in various species (reviewed in Taylor and DeNardo, 2010; DeNardo
and Taylor, 2011). Typically, free-ranging snakes are captured,
restrained, and a blood sample is drawn from the caudal blood
vessels as soon as possible to prevent the stress-induced changes in
glucocorticoid hormones that occur after several minutes of handling in rattlesnakes (Holding et al., 2014a). Because rattlesnakes
are large-bodied and tend to be found frequently above ground,
scientists can collect a lot of blood from many snakes, permitting
samples of sufficient size to analyze the potential roles of several
different hormones over the course of the reproductive cycle. Although similar data exist for several colubrid species, and several species from other major lineages, the relationship between
steroid hormone concentrations and reproduction in free-ranging
snakes has been studied in no other snake taxonomic group as extensively as in rattlesnakes (Taylor and DeNardo, 2010; DeNardo
and Taylor, 2011).
The major hormones that have been studied in research on
rattlesnake reproduction are androgens (mainly testosterone, T,

and to a lesser extent its metabolite dihydrotestosterone, DHT),
estrogens (17β-estradiol, E2), progestogens (progesterone, P4),
and glucocorticoids (corticosterone, CORT) (Box 2). Because
E2 and P4 tend to be in high concentrations only in females,
and because the majority of research on rattlesnakes is performed
on males, most studies report only T and CORT hormone concentrations. The next sections describe the knowledge we have
gained to date about the potential roles of steroid hormones in
reproductive behavior and physiology in rattlesnakes.

Androgens and reproduction in male
rattlesnakes

As in many other species, the androgen T tends to be elevated
during spermatogenesis and mating in rattlesnakes (Schuett et al.,
2002, 2005, 2006). Spermatogenesis, an androgen-dependent
process (Smith and Walker, 2014), broadly consists of the recrudescence of testicular and associated tissues (epididymides, vasa
deferentia, sexual segments of the kidneys) along with early cell
division of spermatogonia, followed by spermiogenesis, or sperm
formation, where mature sperm enter the epididymides and are
stored in the vasa deferentia until ejaculation. In all species of
rattlesnake studied so far, males have elevated concentrations of
plasma androgens during the latter stages of spermatogenesis,
which occurs in late summer (reviewed in Taylor and DeNardo,
2010; DeNardo and Taylor, 2011).
The sexual segment of the kidney is often hypertrophied during
spermatogenesis due to the influence of androgens (see Schuett et
al., 2002). Although its function is largely unknown, it has been
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hypothesized to function in one or more ways related to mating, including sperm activation and or contribution/s to semen
(Sever et al., 2012). In those species with a single summer mating season, it is not possible to conclude that mating behaviors
like mate-searching, courtship, copulation, and mate-guarding
are androgen-dependent, because they could instead be elevated
to stimulate spermatogenesis. Indeed, although androgens tend
to stimulate mating behavior in most vertebrate species, mating
in some species may not require elevated levels of circulating T.
For example, Timber Rattlesnakes (Crotalus horridus) in Arkansas mate in the late summer months when androgen levels have
already dropped back to or near baseline following an early summer peak (Lind and Beaupre, 2014).
An oft-cited example of this “dissociated” reproductive cycle is
the Red-sided Garter Snake (Thamnophis sirtalis parietalis), whose
reproductive biology has been studied extensively (reviewed in
Taylor and DeNardo, 2010; DeNardo and Taylor, 2011). Male
Garter Snakes court and copulate with females eagerly even when
their plasma T levels are extremely low (Camazine et al., 1980).
The distinction between this “dissociated” cycle and those in
which mating behaviors and elevated hormone levels are “associated” has become blurred even in the Garter Snake, however, with
the finding that free-ranging male Garter Snakes have elevated T
levels during both their spring and summer mating seasons (see
Krohmer et al., 1987; Moore et al., 2000).
Comparing the androgen concentrations of rattlesnake species
with different mating seasons has proven instrumental in dem-

onstrating the role of androgens in mating behavior (Schuett et
al., 2002, 2005; Taylor et al., 2004; see Graham et al., 2008).
Although spermatogenesis and mating occur at the same time
in species with a single summer mating season, and are therefore
confounded with respect to the role of T, many species of rattlesnakes exhibit an additional spring mating season that is dissociated from the androgen-dependent stages of spermatogenesis.
If T stimulates mating behavior, then T concentrations should
be elevated in the spring even when peak spermatogenesis is not
occurring, whereas they should be low in the spring in those species that do not mate in the spring. These predictions have been
upheld so far in studies conducted on Arizona rattlesnake species
with spring and late summer mating seasons, which exhibit bimodal peaks in T associated with these mating seasons (C. atrox,
Taylor et al., 2004; Schuett et al., 2005, 2006; C. scutulatus,
Schuett et al., 2002), whereas the T levels are low in the spring in
species that mate only in the late summer (C. molossus, Schuett
et al., 2005). These data provide strong circumstantial evidence
in male rattlesnakes and other pitvipers that androgens stimulate
reproductive behaviors important to locating and successfully
courting and copulating with females (Graham et al., 2008; Lind
and Beaupre, 2014).

Hormones and reproduction in female
rattlesnakes

Much less is known about the hormonal regulation of reproductive
behavior in wild female rattlesnakes, but field studies using portable
ultrasonography and blood sampling for hormone quantification
have provided basic information about the roles of hormones in fe130
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Box 2. Corticosterone and reproduction in rattlesnakes
Corticosterone (CORT), the major glucocorticoid in reptiles, is not a major sex steroid hormone like T, E2, and P4, but it nonetheless may be important in reproduction. The main role of CORT is to mobilize energy when it is needed, such as in response to various types of stressors (Romero, 2002;
Moore and Jessop, 2003). Reproduction certainly falls into this category: males may expend a lot of energy travelling long distances in search of females,
and pregnant females can invest 40% of their body mass or more to produce a litter (Seigel et al., 1986). Thus, elevated CORT may be associated
with energetically taxing reproductive events in rattlesnakes. However, CORT also increases rapidly in response to acute stressors, such as encounters
with predators or capture by scientists (Holding et al., 2014a). Even in the absence of stress, CORT levels may be affected by numerous other factors
such as temperature, time of day, recent meals, and others (Holding et al., 2014b). These issues make interpretation of the specific role of CORT in
reproduction difficult. So far, only one major pattern has emerged with respect to the role of CORT in reproduction of rattlesnakes. CORT is elevated
during gestation in female C. atrox, and drops immediately prior to parturition (Taylor et al., 2004) or during parturition (Schuett et al., 2004). This
suggests that CORT either helps mobilize energy to fuel the increased metabolic demands of pregnancy, or that it plays another role in pregnancy and
or parturition. Further studies on the role of CORT in reproduction in rattlesnakes and other pitvipers are clearly needed because CORT is such a
multi-faceted, complicated hormone (see Hoss et al., 2014).

male reproductive physiology (reviewed in Taylor and DeNardo,
2010). Both E2 and T are elevated in female C. atrox during vitellogenesis (Schuett et al., 2004; Taylor et al., 2004). Estradiol stimulates vitellogenesis in female reptiles (Ho et al., 1982), leading to
the mobilization of energy reserves to be converted to yolk. Testosterone levels are far lower in female rattlesnakes than in males, but
are nonetheless elevated during vitellogenesis (Schuett et al., 2004;
Taylor et al., 2004). Since T is a precursor to E2 in the steroid
hormone biosynthetic pathway, it is possible that the small elevation in circulating T concentrations in vitellogenic females is simply residual T produced while making E2. Alternatively, androgens
are known to stimulate receptivity in females of some other reptile
species (reviewed in Staub and De Beer, 1997), so it is possible that
elevated T plays a role in mating behavior. Because most female

rattlesnakes begin vitellogenesis in the late summer and continue it
in the spring, corresponding to both potential mating seasons, it is
difficult to unravel the role of androgens in female reproduction in
rattlesnakes. However, unlike T and other steroids, the functional
role of P4 is clearer. Just as in all viviparous female vertebrates, P4
is elevated during gestation in rattlesnakes (Schuett et al., 2004;
Taylor et al., 2004), as it plays a role in maintaining the placenta
and other fetal-maternal tissues during pregnancy (Mead et al.,
1981; reviewed in Custodia-Lora and Callard, 2002). In summary,
elevated E2 in plasma samples from females is a reliable indicator
of vitellogenesis, and elevated P4 is a reliable indicator of pregnancy. Similarly, low levels of these hormones during the appropriate times of year are reliable indicators that a given female is not
reproductive.
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Reproductive strategies in
rattlesnakes
Alternative mating strategies are important in determining patterns of gene flow and the distribution of genetic diversity (Petrie and Kempenaers, 1998; Avise, 2004; Rafajlović et al., 2013).
While the majority of studies on vertebrates have focused on
mammals, birds, and fishes, they reveal how the consequence of
variation in the frequency with which different strategies are utilized may be far reaching, ultimately influencing the evolution of
mating systems, dispersal, effective population size, social structure, and reproductive success (Emlen and Oring, 1977; Greenwood, 1980; Shields, 1987; Duvall et al., 1992, 1993; Nunney,
1993; Sugg and Chesser, 1994; Møller and Cuervo, 2000). The
ability to address such variation, however, has long been hampered by the difficulty in assigning parentage in species with
cryptic breeding habits (Prosser et al., 2002; Clark et al., 2014).
However, in recent years the study of mating systems and alternative reproductive strategies has become revolutionized by the
relative ease with which molecular markers may be developed and
applied (e.g., Castoe et al., 2010, 2012; Booth et al., 2014; Clark
et al., 2014), thus permitting individual identification and the accurate assignment of parentage (Gibbs and Weatherhead, 2001;
Avise, 2004; Uller and Ollsson, 2008; Levine et al., 2015).
As such, it is now possible to tease apart associations that are
purely social from those with actual genetic relatedness (Gibbs
and Weatherhead, 2001; Clark et al., 2012, 2014; Pozarowski et

al., 2013), an aspect previously beyond the scope of behavioral
based research. Despite its application to a variety of squamate
reptiles (Uller and Olsson, 2008), and specifically snakes (Prosser
et al., 2002; Weatherhead et al., 2002; Blouin-Demers et al.,
2005; Dubey et al., 2009; Ursenbacher et al., 2009; Booth et al.,
2011a, b; Reynolds et al., 2012), relatively few species of crotalines (pitvipers) have been exposed to molecular analyses of breeding systems (Booth and Schuett, 2011; Siminov and Wink, 2011;
Booth et al., 2012; Levine, 2013; Pozarowski et al., 2013; Clark
et al., 2014; Levine et al., 2015, 2016; Lind et al., 2016). Our
understanding of the diversity of reproductive strategies within
this group is, therefore, limited. However, the reproductive biology of North America’s pitvipers investigated from a behavioral
perspective has received considerable attention (Gibbons, 1972;
Diller and Wallace, 1984; Macartney and Gregory, 1988; Brown,
1991; Graves and Duvall, 1993; Martin, 1993; Beaupre, 1995;
Goldberg, 1999a, b, 2000; Ashton et al., 2001; Holycross and
Goldberg, 2001; Taylor and DeNardo, 2005; Cardwell, 2008;
Schuett et al., 2013a, b; Hoss et al., 2015); therefore, it is likely
to be just a matter of time before genetic parentage analyses are
performed across more species.
To date, the genus Thamnophis has stood out as being the
proverbial model system for studies of reproduction and mating behaviors in snakes (Tinkle, 1957; Devine, 1977; Garstka et
al., 1982; Ford and Karges, 1987; Krohmer et al., 1987, 2004;
Gregory and Larsen, 1993; Moore et al., 2000; Shine et al., 2000;
Sparkman et al., 2007; Luttershmidt, 2009; Luttershmidt and
Mason, 2009; Castoe et al., 2011; Reynolds et al., 2012; Friesen
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et al., 2013, 2014a, b). Widespread over much of North America,
this speciose genus exhibits many characteristics common with
temperate pitvipers. For example, many undergo seasonal hibernation events, denning communally, and, in some cases, mating
upon leaving the hibernaculum in the spring (e.g., Carpenter,
1952; Gregory, 1977; Bronikowski and Arnold, 1999; Lutterschmidt et al., 2006). Litters may be sired by multiple males
(Schwartz et al., 1989; McCracken et al., 1999; Garner et al.,
2002; Garner and Larsen, 2005), long-term sperm storage may
be prevalent (Friesen et al., 2013, 2014a), and facultative parthenogenesis has been recently documented in several species
(Schuett et al., 1997; Germano and Smith, 2010; Reynolds et al.,
2012). To some degree, members of Thamnophis exhibit behaviors and physiological events that have also been documented in
North American pitvipers (Clark et al., 2008, 2011, 2014; Booth
and Schuett, 2011; Gienger and Beck, 2011; Amarello, 2012;
Fitzgerald et al., 2013). As such, given the commonalities exhibited between Thamnophis and pitvipers, it is clear that both groups
represent ideal model systems to study reproductive biology.

Mating systems

Classically, mating systems were categorized according to the
number of mates a male or female may be associated with based
upon social observations (see Duvall et al., 1992, 1993; Arnold
and Duvall, 1994; Shuster and Wade, 2003). Owing to the cryptic nature of most snake species and lack of parental care (Shine,
1988; but see Greene et al., 2002; Amarello, 2012; Clark et al.,
2012; see Hoss et al., 2015 for a review of parental care in snakes),
the potential to observe copulation, gestation, and parturition

in the field across large numbers of individuals is limited (but
see Schuett et al., 2011, 2013b). As evidenced by the significant
body of research on avian species (Griffith et al., 2002), following
the application of molecular tools it is clear that social mating systems are rarely tantamount to genetic mating systems (for discussions, see Booth et al., 2011a; Clark et al., 2014). Aside from the
accurate discrimination of paternity (Prosser et al., 2002; Clark et
al., 2014; Levine et al., 2015; Lind et al., 2016), the application
of molecular tools permits an in-depth understanding of the genetic relationships between mating individuals, i.e., whether mating is random, positively assortative (inbreeding), or negatively
assortative (outbreeding) (Shuster and Wade, 2003). In concert
with an accurate understanding of mating system, such data may
prove particularly informative in the investigation of sexual selection and competition within natural populations (Weatherhead
et al., 2002; Kissner et al., 2005; Levine et al., 2015). Despite
the glaring inconsistencies often observed between social and genetic mating systems (see Smith and Schuett, 2015; Smith et al.,
2015), and the significant power of molecular tools, relatively few
studies have focused on their application to infer mating system
in snakes (e.g., Höggren and Tegelström, 1995; Weatherhead et
al., 2002; Kissner et al., 2005; Madsen et al., 2005; Friesen et al.,
2013; Levine, 2013; Clark et al., 2014; Levine et al., 2015, 2016;
Lind et al., 2016).
Despite the relative paucity of studies documenting the genetic mating system in rattlesnakes, behavioral and physiological observations prove informative when viewed alongside those
recently published incorporating molecular tools. Indeed, when
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doing so, a number of factors become evident that suggest monogamy may be uncommon, and instead multiple paternity and
promiscuity are likely a common occurrence across rattlesnakes
and other pitvipers. Specifically, we contend that: 1) many viperid snakes, including rattlesnakes, are long-lived (> 20 yrs) (Klauber, 1972; Brown, 1991; Prival and Schroff, 2012; Clark et al.,
2014) and thus reproductive events are likely to occur multiple
times over their lifetime. As such, even if a female produced a
litter solely sired by a single male, the likelihood that the same
male would sire all of her offspring in subsequent reproductive
events is unlikely; 2) the operational sex-ratio (i.e., the number of
reproductive males to reproductive females) is often likely to be
skewed due to the non-annual female reproductive cycle (Table
1). Given that attendance and courtship among rattlesnake pairs
can be protracted, often spanning days or weeks before mating is
effected (Duvall et al., 1992, 1993; Duvall and Schuett, 1997),
and the mating season can be relatively short, it is unlikely that
a given male will devote resources for reproduction to a female
in a year in which she is not reproductively receptive. Thus with
more reproductively active males within a given population than
females, and given that courtship and coitus do not guarantee
paternity (Clark et al., 2014), females are unlikely to focus reproductive efforts solely on a single male; 3) sperm-storage has been
documented in both males (i.e., the production of sperm prior to
hibernation) and females (i.e., sperm stored from copulations the
previous season that is utilized the following year) (see below). If
multiple males copulate with a female prior to sperm storage, or
upon emergence the following spring, ample opportunities exist
for sperm mixing, and thus multiple paternity within single lit-

ters; and 4) despite small litter sizes often reported for Arizona
rattlesnakes (Table 1), multiple paternity has been found to be
common in at least one species exposed to molecular screening.
Clark et al. (2014) documented reproductive success and sexual selection in a single population of C. atrox in south-central
Arizona across a period of 10 consecutive years. Multiple paternity was detected in 12 of 24 litters suitable for multiple paternity identification (i.e., three or more offspring, permitting the
identification of greater than two paternal alleles, or two or more
offspring assuming all or most males in the study area are genotyped and thus offspring mapped back to parents). In five of these
cases involving multiple paternity, the litters were sired by three
males, and in two cases the litter size was three. Furthermore, in
multiple instances it was found that the males found to be copulating with a female sired no offspring, emphasizing the need for
molecular identification of parentage. Examples of Crotalus horridus sampled in Arkansas are reported as having small litter sizes,
yet in three of seven litters screened with molecular markers multiple paternity was detected (Lind et al., 2016). It is, therefore,
evident from these studies that while litter size may be small for
many species of rattlesnakes (Table 1), this does not relegate those
species to genetic monogamy within single reproductive events;
molecular identification of paternity within litters is thus essential (see Levine et al., 2015).

Long-term sperm storage
Among ectothermic organisms, the asynchronous nature of the
timing of spermatogenesis, mating, and ovulation may present
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prolonged periods before sperm may be utilized (Birkhead and
Møller, 1993). In many species that undergo winter hibernation,
mating may occur prior to entering hibernation, with ovulation
following emergence in the spring (Schuett, 1992; Smith et al.,
2009); however, in those that do not utilize hibernation (e.g.,
tropical species) the presence of sperm storage over prolonged
periods may exist to promote post-copulatory prezygotic competition among the sperm of different males (Birkhead, 2000;
Schuster and Wade, 2003). Through delaying fertilization, a
mechanism is therefore offered by which a female may maximize
her fitness benefits (Fox, 1963; Sever and Brizzi, 1998). Observational records of sperm storage in snakes range from a few months
to multiple years (reviewed in Saint Girons, 1975; Devine, 1984;
Gist and Jones, 1989; Schuett, 1992; Olsson and Madsen, 1998;
Sever and Hamlett, 2002; Holt and Loyd, 2010). However, only
in several species of turtle (Pearse and Avise, 2001; Pearse et al.,
2001; Roques et al., 2004, 2006; Johnston et al., 2006) and one
species of snake have cases of long-term sperm storage (LTSS)
been genetically confirmed, thus disentangling the potential for
offspring to have resulted from facultative parthenogenesis (see
Booth and Schuett, 2011). Indeed, it is a record from a Crotalus adamanteus that presents the longest genetically confirmed
documentation of LTSS in any vertebrate species, totaling 67
months and resulting in 19 viable offspring and zero developmental failures (stillborns, deformed, or infertile ova) (Booth and
Schuett, 2011). While the capacity for sperm storage has been
documented in a variety of snake species (Haines, 1940; Halpert
et al., 1982; Aldridge, 1992; Davenport, 1995; Sever and Ryan,
1999), it appears widespread in pitvipers (Ludwig and Rahn,

1943; Schuett and Gillingham, 1986; Schuett, 1992; AlmeidaSantos and Salomão, 1997; Almeida-Santos et al., 2004; Schuett
et al., 2004, 2005; Siegel and Sever, 2006; Smith et al., 2009,
2010, 2012; Booth and Schuett, 2011). Accordingly, a wealth
of information is available proposing the mechanisms by which
sperm may be stored, although within pitvipers (crotalines) some
appear contradictory (e.g., Almeida-Santos et al., 2004; Siegel
and Sever, 2006).
The oviducts of snakes can be divided into three defined regions:
the infundibulum (positioned anteriorly), the uterus (middle), and
the vagina (posterior). Each may then be divided into anterior and
posterior regions (Blackburn, 1998). Within the Typhlopidae and
Colubridae, sperm is believed to be stored in the posterior region
of the infundibulum within sperm-storage tubules (SST) (Fox and
Dessauer, 1962); however, temporary storage in the vagina and
posterior region of the uterus may also occur (Saint-Girons, 1975;
Halpert et al., 1982; Perkins and Palmer, 1996). In crotalines,
however, histological studies suggest sperm may be stored in the
anterior region of the vagina and the posterior region of the uterus
(Ludwig and Rahn, 1943; Almeida-Santos and Salomão, 1997),
through the process of uterine muscular twisting (UMT), a recently proposed mechanism by which the region becomes convoluted and contracted, sequestering the sperm in the oviduct until
ovulation (Almeida-Santos and Salomão, 1997; Siegel and Sever,
2006). While investigated in the Neotropical Rattlesnake Crotalus
durissus, the authors also suggest that UMT may be present in several species of Agkistrodon and in Crotalus viridis (Almeida-Santos
and Salomão, 1997). Siegel and Sever (2006), however, failed to
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find evidence for UMT during histological examination of multiple specimens of A. piscivorus and in single specimens of C. durissus and Sistrurus miliarius. Instead, the authors found support for
infundibular sperm storage (Siegel and Sever, 2006, 2008), with
histochemical and ultrastructure analyses suggesting that sperm
remaining in the posterior uterus degrade prior to ovulation. The
detection of sperm within these posterior regions may therefore
provide no indication of the actual function (or lack of ) of these
regions in LTSS.
In a recent study macroscopically examining 76 preserved
specimens of C. durissus, Barros et al. (2012) found evidence supporting UMT in the posterior uterus of ‘some’ females collected
during autumn and winter, but not in those collected during the
spring or summer. Actual numbers exhibiting UMT were, however, not presented. The authors suggest sperm may remain viable
due to interactions with secretions produced by either the male
or the female, as previously proposed by both Siegel and Sever
(2008) and Marinho et al. (2009). The presence of structures that
appear to be STT in the posterior infundibulum was reported,
however no sperm was found in these, suggesting they may play a
role in storing sperm prior to ovulation (Siegel and Sever, 2006).
It is clear that the mechanisms for and anatomical structures used
in LTSS are still up for debate. The subject of LTSS may represent
a rich area for future research, given the potential application to
human and livestock sperm storage under non-cryogenic conditions. As a result of the variation observed in the Crotalinae, we
therefore propose this group as an ideal model for future studies of
sperm storage in snakes.

Facultative parthenogenesis

Within vertebrates, obligate parthenogenesis is a reproductive
trait restricted, based upon current understanding, to the squamate reptiles (Avise, 2008). While documented across a variety of
lizard taxa (Crews et al., 1986; Dawley and Bogart, 1989; Murphy
et al., 2000; Stasburg and Kearney, 2005; Sinclair et al., 2010),
it is known in only a single species of snake, the Brahminy Blind
Snake (Indotyphlops braminus). This geographically widespread
basal scolecophidian exists as all female populations, is believed
to be triploid, and in common with many obligately parthenogenetic lizards has been hypothesized to have resulted from hybrid
origin (Nussbaum, 1980; Wynn et al., 1987; Ota et al., 1991). In
contrast, facultative parthenogenesis (FP) — asexual reproduction by otherwise sexually reproducing species — has been documented in a variety of snakes and appears to be phylogenetically
widespread (Dubach et al., 1997; Schuett et al., 1997; Groot et
al., 2003; Germano and Smith, 2010; Booth and Schuett, 2011,
2016; Booth et al., 2011a, b, 2012, 2014; Kinney et al., 2012;
Reynolds et al., 2012; W. Booth and G. Schuett, unpubl. data).
Given this plethora of recent studies, it is evident that the cytogenic mechanism of automixis has been conserved across lineages (Booth and Schuett, 2016); but see Portnoy et al. (2014)
for an alternative mechanism recently discovered in vertebrates.
Without confirmation of the presence or absence of heterozygosity, however, the actual mode of development—either terminal fusion or gametic duplication—cannot yet be conclusively
assigned (Booth and Schuett, 2016). Regardless, under these
automictic modes, the offspring produced are half-clones of the
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mother, resulting from the fusion of a haploid egg with the second polar body produced during meiosis II (terminal fusion),
or the division of a haploid egg to produce cleaved nuclei that
subsequently fuse (gametic duplication), which thus restores the
diploid state and ultimately mimics fertilization (Lampert, 2008;
Booth and Schuett, 2016). To date, all species of caenophidian
(advanced) snakes have been assigned to a ZZ/ZW system of sex
determination, with females being the heterogametic (ZW) sex
(Matsubara et al., 2006; Vicoso et al., 2013). Through automictic
FP, the resulting offspring may, therefore, be either male (ZZ),
or female and presumed to be WW (Figure 1) — the latter is a
chromosomal arrangement previously considered as non-viable
until recent work on basal alethinophidians of multiple, viable,
female Boa Constrictor (Boa constrictor, B. imperator), Brazilian Rainbow Boa (Epicrates cenchria), Colombian Rainbow Boa
(Epicrates maurus), Reticulated Python (Malayopython reticulatus), Royal Python (Python regius) (Booth et al., 2011a, b, 2014;
Kinney et al., 2013), and Green Anaconda (Eunectes murinus)
(O’Shea et al., 2016). However, in contrast to a WW state, Booth
and Schuett (2016) recently formulated an alternative hypothesis
referred to as the Directionality of Heterogamety, under which
both boids and pythonids (perhaps other basal taxa) may possess an XX/XY sex-determining system with female homogamety
(XX). This hypothesis most parsimoniously explains the production of only female parthenogenetic offspring (Figure 1). To date,
the only evidence supporting the production of clonal females
through mechanisms other than terminal fusion automixis or gametic duplication has come from pythons (Groot et al., 2003).
Nonetheless, a recent publication by Booth et al. (2014) has

Figure 1. Mechanisms of automixis in snakes. Black = Type A
(basal alethinophidians), Red = Type B (caenophidians) (Booth
and Schuett, 2016). 1) Primordial germ cell. 2) Meiotic products
following DNA replication and recombination during the first
cell division. 3) Meiotic products following second cell division.
4) Potential sex chromosomal arrangements following terminal
fusion (black lines) and gametic duplication (blue lines). Note
that WW arrangements (depicted in red dashed-lined boxes) are
considered non-viable under Type B parthenogenesis (Booth and
Schuett, 2016).
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questioned the validity of this report; instead, these authors provide evidence supporting terminal fusion automixis or gametic
duplication, and, therefore, the generation of offspring that are
essentially half-clones.
Through phylogenetic analyses of the characteristics associated
with FP in snakes, it has become evident that two distinct forms
exist (Booth and Schuett, 2016). Within the basal alethinophidians, FP (referred to as Type A) is characterized by moderate to
large litters/clutches, consisting only of females and previously
assumed to be WW, but the true state may be XX. In contrast,
in caenophidian taxa showing FP (referred to as Type B, we see
a contrasting pattern of small litters often comprised of stillborn
or deformed male (ZZ) offspring; also, a large numbers of developmental failures. This latter type of FP is documented thus far
in Acrochordus (Dubach et al., 1997), New World natricines (e.g.,
Nerodia, Thamnophis) and pitvipers (e.g., Agkistrodon and Crotalus) (Schuett et al., 1997; Booth and Schuett, 2011, 2016; Booth
et al., 2012; Reynolds et al., 2012; Jordan et al., 2015; Booth et
al., unpubl. data). In pitvipers, FP has been documented in the
Timber Rattlesnake (C. horridus), Aruba Island Rattlesnake (Crotalus unicolor) (Schuett et al., 1997), and Prairie Rattlesnake (C.
viridis) (Booth and Schuett, 2016). In the abovementioned species, which comprises three litters, live offspring were produced
in two (C. horridus and C. viridis). While the location or fate of
the single live male offspring produced in C. horridus cannot be
determined, it was reported as outwardly normal in appearance
and showed subsequent normal growth (see Schuett et al., 1997).
In the latter two cases, however, the offspring were born de-

formed and later died. Additionally, FP has been observed in the
Eastern Diamond-backed Rattlesnake (C. adamanteus) and the
Western Massasauga (Sistrurus tergeminus) (W. Booth et al., unpubl. data). Eight other instances of FP have been documented in
New World pitvipers, specifically the Copperhead (A. contortrix),
the Eastern Cottonmouth (A. piscivorus), and the Terciopelo (Bothrops asper) (Booth and Schuett, 2011, 2016; Booth et al., 2012;
Vaughan and Steele, 2014; Jordan et al., 2015). Deformations
of the hemipenes have not been recorded in these three species,
and at least two healthy, parthenogenetic individuals exist at the
time of writing (A. contortrix – The Copperhead Institute: website: http://www.copperheadinstitute.org; S. tergeminus, ArizonaSonora Desert Museum).
With the documentation of FP in Crotalus, Agkistrodon, and
Bothrops, and the availability of live parthenogens—and in at
least one case the mother (Booth et al., 2012) — in captivity,
pitvipers such as rattlesnakes and their relatives, represent ideal
models for the study of FP in the advanced snakes. Specifically,
given its identification in natural populations of two species of
Agkistrodon (Booth et al., 2012), the dogma that it is a syndrome
of captivity is overturned, and thus the ecological and evolutionary significance may be realized and, therefore, warrants robust
investigation (Booth and Schuett, 2016). As such, it may be addressed from a number of angles. Given the existence of live parthenogenetic individuals, it may now be possible to address the
question of reproductive competence. We may presume that under natural conditions parthenogenesis may represent an evolutionary mechanism utilized during periods of mate absence, e.g.,
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following invasion of new habitats, under conditions of habitat
fragmentation, and so on. Determining whether a male produced
by FP may then successfully produce offspring with a female will
allow us to then understand the evolutionary trade-offs between
the limited reproductive benefit received (i.e., small litter size; developmental failure or stillborn) and the potentially detrimental
effects of reproduction with a male that is homozygous over the
majority of its genome.
Given the reduced viability observed across parthenogens of
advanced snakes (caenophidians), which is likely the result of the
genome-wide homozygosity and the fixation of multiple deleterious alleles and or gene complexes, those that do survive to sexual
maturity may have undergone a purging of such deleterious alleles; this alternative outcome may then have a positive effect on
an incipient population (see Hedrick, 2007). Evidence supporting this hypothesis is seen in poultry (turkeys and chickens) produced through FP. For over 60 years, FP has been documented in
multiple species of galliform birds, but those parthenogen males
produced in domesticated chickens and turkeys have shown the
greatest levels of viability (Olson and Marsden, 1954; Olson,
1968; Olson et al., 1968; Sarvella, 1973). Successful reproductive performance has been documented in parthenogens of both
chickens and turkeys (Cassar et al., 1998). Indeed, while litter
sizes of parthenogenetic pitvipers are relatively small, the observation of normal-appearing hemipenes and testes (Reynolds et
al., 2012) and apparently viable spermatozoa (W. Booth and G.
Schuett, unpubl. data) in natricine snakes suggests promise to a
positive outcome in laboratory tests of reproductive competence.

Additionally, the capacity for successive parthenogenetic births
in caenophidian snakes (Reynolds et al., 2012), and therefore the
potential that a viable offspring may be produced by a given female, may offset the initial expenditure; thus, selection for the
maintenance of FP as an adaptation in snakes.
Parthenogens produced through FP may also represent valuable tools in the genomic investigations of sex chromosome structure and the identification of sex-determining genes in snakes.
In contrast to the basal alethinophidians, caenophidian snakes
possess heteromorphic sex chromosomes, with a significant reduction observed in the size of the W chromosome (Matsubara
et al., 2006; Vicosa et al., 2013). When investigations are then
focused on advanced snakes, we find that the sex chromosomes
show varying levels of heteromorphism, with those of pitvipers
considered amongst the most highly differentiated (Vicosa et al.,
2013). Therefore, they are easily identified using basic karyotyping methods (Zimmerman and Kilpatrick, 1973). Even using
such relatively primitive chromosome staining methods, variation in the structure of the W chromosome of pitvipers (Crotalinae) has been revealed (Zimmerman and Kilpatrick, 1973).
While no genome is currently published for a rattlesnake species, draft assemblies of whole genome sequence data are available for the Speckled Rattlesnake (Crotalus pyrrhus) (National
Center for Biotechnology Information [NCBI], BioProject
– PRJNA255393), and the Timber Rattlesnake (C. horridus)
(NCBI, BioProject – PRJNA181087). Additionally, the genome
sequencing of the Prairie Rattlesnake (C. viridis) is underway
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(lead investigator – Todd Castoe, University of Texas, Arlington).
Such genomes may, therefore, permit an initial inspection of sex
chromosome structure. Given the obvious benefits of reduced
genomic heterozygosity, the homozygous individuals produced
through FP, therefore, provide a unique opportunity to address
sex chromosome structure and evolution. Preliminary identification of Z chromosome structure and the localization of genes associated with sex determination may then be confirmed through
later studies in rattlesnake species for which parthenogenetic
specimens become available. Given the widespread occurrence of
numerous pitviper species in private collections and zoological
facilities, their availability is likely to increase as a result of the
improved recognition of parthenogenetic births following the description of litter characteristics associated with FP (Booth and
Schuett, 2011, 2016; W. Booth et al., unpubl. data).

Conclusions
Rattlesnakes clearly have been and continue to be a major model
organism for understanding reproduction of vertebrates in the
wild (e.g., Brown, 1991; Duvall et al., 1992; Duvall and Schuett,
1997; Schuett et al., 2002, 2004, 2005, 2011, 2013a, b; Taylor et al., 2004; Cardwell, 2008; Clark et al., 2008, 2010, 2011,
2012, 2014; Prival and Schroff, 2012), with studies on Arizona
rattlesnakes constituting a large portion of this research. Their
large numbers, ease with which they can be studied, and interesting reproductive strategies have made them ideal study organisms
for seasoned researchers and new students alike. However, even
with a large number of species in Arizona, coupled with the new

technologies that allow researchers to peer more deeply into their
lives, much more remains to be discovered.
We suggest that the diversity of rattlesnake species and their
habitats in Arizona provide excellent opportunities to learn considerably more about rattlesnake reproduction. Nowhere else
do so many different species occur sympatrically and syntopically (see Nowak and Schuett, this volume, Syntopy) and in so
many different habitat types (see Species Accounts, volume 1; see
Campbell and Lamar, 2004; Ernst and Ernst, 2012). In Arizona,
future students of rattlesnake biology have a natural laboratory
at their fingertips, where they can study sympatric snakes that
exhibit different reproductive strategies, compare reproduction
along altitudinal, latitudinal, hydric, and thermal gradients, and
apply as-yet undeveloped tools to better understand social behavior and reproductive strategies in these snakes. Several areas
naturally emerge as candidates for future studies. Experimental
manipulation of hormone concentrations would take our knowledge of reproductive endocrinology to the next level by allowing
scientists to understand causal relationships between hormones
and reproductive events. Long-term studies of reproduction in
individual free-ranging snakes over time and or throughout their
range will yield a perspective more valuable than “snap-shot”
studies of single populations at one moment in time, potentially
offering insight into the influence of climate change on snake
reproductive biology (Box 3).
Presently, the ease with which large numbers of individuals of a
population can be genotyped (either through a classical microsat140
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Box 3. Global climate change and its effects on reproduction
Over the past 100 years the earth has seen an unprecedented increase in temperatures with an average of 6°C recorded (López-Alcaide and MacipRios, 2011). In the latter half of this time period, from the mid-1970’s to the present day, the increase in average temperatures has been the greatest
recorded in the last 10,000 years (Jones et al., 2001), with future projections of between 3.7oC and 4.8°C (range 2.5 to 7.8°C) further increase by the
end of the 21st century (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change IPCC, 2014). Concurrently, we are witnessing the expansion of urban and managed environments at an unprecedented rate in almost all geographic regions (United Nations, 2007). Widespread habitat fragmentation is dissecting
populations, reducing or eliminating opportunities for dispersal and gene flow, and drastically altering landscapes. Across these landscapes, populations
may experience further perturbations due to over-collection, harvesting, or extirpation (Fitch, 1998; Fitzgerald and Painter, 2000; Gibbons et al., 2000;
Martin, 2002; Means, 2009). While affecting both endothermic and ectothermic organisms, the impact on the latter may be considerable (Gibbons
et al., 2000; Reading et al., 2010; Sinervo et al., 2010), due in part to the potential for a disruption in ecological processes that influence, for example,
species range distributions, dispersal, and abundance (Walther et al., 2002; Parmesan and Yohe, 2003; Araújo and Pearson, 2005; Hickling et al., 2006;
Penman et al., 2010) and physiological functions such as locomotion, growth, thermal tolerance, and reproduction (Huey and Stephenson, 1979;
Beuchat, 1988; Deutsch et al., 2008; Aubret and Shine, 2010).
With few exceptions, reptiles are considered poor dispersers (Gregory et al., 1987; Luiselli and Capizzi, 1997; Araújo and Pearson, 2005), often revealing natal-site fidelity (Brown and Shine, 2007; Lukoschek and Shine, 2012; Pittman et al., 2014). As such, any impact on species distributions due to
or influenced by global change that result in habitat fragmentation or population subdivision may potentially threaten long-term population viability
through a reduction in population size, an elevation in inbreeding potential, and potentially a resulting increased susceptibility to disease (Gilpin and
Soule, 1986; Frankham et al., 2002; Clark et al., 2011). Despite concern, few studies address these in natural populations (Gardner et al., 2007) and
even fewer those of crotaline snakes. Clark et al. (2010, 2011) presented convincing evidence of population decline likely driven by the combined
effects of habitat degradation, climate change, and disease in a population of C. horridus. The studied population exhibited a significant reduction in
allelic diversity, and displayed gross phenotypic indicators of inbreeding (pigmentation abnormalities) and reduced individual health, including skin
lesions and potentially fevers. Overall, the population was considered to be undergoing a population extinction vortex and thus in urgent need of genetic rescue. Other studies have documented equally depressing findings across a variety of reptiles, including lizards (Delaney et al., 2010), chelonians
(Aponte et al., 2003), and snakes (Rosen and Lowe, 1994; Winne et al., 2007; Reading et al., 2010; Breininger et al., 2012). The studies of Clark et
al. (2010, 2011) emphasize the detrimental impact of global change on pitviper populations (see Douglas et al., 2016). As such, we recommend the
establishment of long-term population monitoring and the implementation of genetic screening on populations of Arizona rattlesnakes currently at
risk and those considered stable, thus providing a baseline for future reference.
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Box 3. Continued
Undoubtedly, the impact of climate change on the reproductive physiology of rattlesnakes and other pitvipers warrants urgent and thorough study; but
again, field studies are lacking (Douglas et al., 2016). Regardless, concerted effort appears to have been made to investigate the impact of temperature
variation on physiological process across a variety of reptiles, thus insight may be gained about potential commonalities across species (Beuchat, 1988;
Angilletta et al., 2000; Lourdais et al., 2004; Dubey and Shine, 2011; Michel et al., 2013; Rugiere et al., 2013; Du and Shine, 2015). The results have
highlighted clear areas of concern, often linked with a shift in phenology (i.e., timing of life-history events) of the target species. While a species may
initially adapt through shifting the breeding season earlier, the temperature range experienced between the onset of the reproductive cycle and parturition may be significant (Figure 2).
While the sex of the offspring of snakes is not governed by the body temperature of the gravid female, and thus the fear of climate-induced extinction
driving shifts in sex-ratios expressed in numerous lizard and chelonian populations (Nelson et al., 2004; Wapstra et al., 2009; Telemeco et al., 2013) is
removed, thermosensitive processes during multiple phases of embryogenesis
that influence survival and phenotype (e.g., body size, scalation, locomotor
performance) may be affected by an increase in average temperatures (Beuchat, 1988; Lourdais et al., 2004).
It is clear from the literature that specific areas of pitviper research linked to
global/climate-induced change are lacking (see Douglas et al., 2009; Schuett
et al., 2013b). These include: a) change in the timing of onset of spermatogenesis and vitellogenesis; b) long-term change in hibernation duration and
its consequences on reproductive physiology; c) phenological shifts in reproduction; d) embryonic response during thermosensitive processes; e) habitat
fragmentation and its impact on reproduction; and f) long-term variation

Figure 2. Hypothetical temperature variation experienced across a season (spring – fall) before (solid line) and after (dashed line) a homogeneous temperature increase. Increasing temperatures may shift the onset
of seasonal reproduction to the left (i.e., earlier in the season), resulting
in a greater variance in temperature range experienced (A = hypothetical
temperature range prior; B = post-temperature increase). Modified from
Telemeco et al. (2013).

in predator-prey populations and community dynamics and the impact on
reproductive success. Undoubtedly, comparable research on other reptiles has proven fruitful; thus, combined with the ease of maintaining rattlesnakes in captivity, and the diversity of species present within Arizona, these avenues of research will likely prove highly informative in the coming years.
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ellite approach or single nucleotide polymorphism detection using next generation methods), often from unorthodox and nondestructively obtained materials (e.g., shed skin, feces, blood),
means that reproductive success may be tracked not only across
the lives of target individuals, but the lives of their offspring and
relatives (Phillips et al., 2008; Tokarska et al., 2009; Weinman
et al., 2015). Such information will allow us to understand both
within-species lineage-specific variation and among species variation; thus, it will provide valuable insights into the long-term
viability of natural populations. Furthermore, upon generating
a DNA database for all individuals within target populations,
molecular studies in concert with behavioral observations utilizing radio-telemetry will permit a thorough understanding of not
only the incidence of multiple paternity in natural populations,
but also the prevalence of alternative reproductive strategies such
as long-term sperm storage and facultative parthenogenesis. Continued collection that includes both the long-term maintenance
in captivity and the preservation of specimens—with tissues and
vouchers deposited in natural history museums—is key to the
success of future studies (Rocha et al., 2014). In closing, with
so many avenues now open to researchers due to the relatively
low cost and ease of molecular and behavioral based techniques,
research into the reproductive biology of rattlesnakes and other
pitvipers is likely to be a proverbial hotbed in the coming years.
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